Heitor Alvelos and Karen Gustafson (eds.) present

FUTUREPLACES
a digital media festival

all free.

Porto
17-20 October
2012

full details at futureplaces.org
radio manobras futuras 91.5fm
DAY 1: 17 Oct

Wednesday

9:30AM
DIGITAL MEDIA RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
9:30 Opening Address
Heitor Alvelos: Between Riot and Rave: five years into a digital media festival
10AM - 5PM Sessions by PhD students in Digital Media (U.Porto+U.Nova) + PIs of UTعدد-Portugal Research Projects
5:15 Closing Keynote
Luis Francisco-Revilla: Human-centered computing: supporting the active, purposeful, and intensive use of information
@ PINC auditorium. Praça Coronel Pacheco.

6PM
RECEPTION + CONCERT
Meanwhile, across the Atlantic...
Tiago Videira (piano, live from Austin via low-broadband Skype)
José Maria Lopes (guitar and analogue electronics)
@ ACE, Contemporary Theatre Academy. Praça Coronel Pacheco.

ALL DAY
PIU
Promoting Urban Interaction.
A participatory project by Digital Media students of U.Porto welcomes attendants to futureplaces.
@ PINC auditorium. Praça Coronel Pacheco.
DAY 2: 18 Oct
Thursday

10 - 11AM
JOIN CITIZEN LABS 2012
An overview of the workshops on offer. Registration available.
Full synopses available at futureplaces.org (downloadable PDF).
FORGOTTEN CITY. MUSEUM OF RANSOM.
STORIES OF CHAIRS. 3:33. DEPICT PORTUGAL.
RADIO MANOBRAÇAS FUTURAS. PIU.
@ PINC auditorium. Praça Coronel Pacheco.

10:30AM - 2PM
Citizen Lab: FORGOTTEN CITY
Citizen Lab: MUSEUM OF RANSOM
@ Edifício Almeida Garrett, rooms 14 + 15, Praça Coronel Pacheco.

10:30AM - 1PM + 3 - 6PM
Citizen Lab: PIU
@ Praça Coronel Pacheco and neighborhood.

2 - 5PM
Citizen Lab: DEPICT PORTUGAL
@ Galeria Dama Aflita. Rua da Picaria 84.

3 - 5PM
Citizen Lab: RADIO MANOBRAÇAS FUTURAS
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4.

3 - 4:30PM
FLASH-SYMPHOSIUM
Startup projects and companies show how they've been helping
change the World with digital media.
Full program at futureplaces.org.
@ PINC auditorium. Praça Coronel Pacheco.

5 - 6PM
16 YEARS OF MULTIMEDIA AT U.PORTO
Samples of work developed throughout the years.
@ PINC auditorium. Praça Coronel Pacheco.

10PM onwards
FUTUREPLACES DIGITAL MEDIA SHOWCASE 2012
Exhibition opening and reception. Curated by Pedro Branco.
PARTY TUDO! with guest DJs:
Tapeworm, Shibuya Kraut, Stereoboy & Daily Misconceptions
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4.
10AM - 12PM and 3 - 5PM
Citizen Lab: RADIO MANOBRAS FUTURAS
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4.

10AM - 1PM
Citizen Lab: STORIES OF CHAIRS
including The Chair Clinic
@ Edifício Almeida Garrett, room 15, Praça Coronel Pacheco.

10AM - 1PM
Citizen Lab: MUSEUM OF RANSOM
in transit.

10AM - 1:30PM
Citizen Lab: THE 3:33 SWEATSHOP
@ Edifício Almeida Garrett, room 14, Praça Coronel Pacheco.

3 - 6PM and 10PM - 1AM
Citizen Lab: PIU
@ Praça Coronel Pacheco and neighborhood (afternoon)
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4 (evening).

3 - 5PM
FLASH-SYMPHOSUM
Bloggers, aesthetes, hipsters and the like. How do they do it?
Full program at futureplaces.org
@ PINC auditorium. Praça Coronel Pacheco.

6PM
CONCERT
Sons do Porto. Director: Gustavo Costa.
@ Matéria Prima. Rua da Picaria 84.

10PM
BOOK LAUNCH and PERFORMANCE
Outros Portos, a Bad guide to Oporto. Orchestrated by Marianne Baillot.
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4.

11:30PM
CONCERT
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4.
11:30AM
TALK

∃: Occupy the Future.
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4.

12:15PM
INTERVIEW
Philip Marshall: From the Sublime to the Vermiculous...
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4.

3 - 5PM
FLASH-SYMPOSIUM
Where were we and why should we care?
Citizen Labs present their outcomes.
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4.

6PM
KEYNOTE

Jon Leidecker:
Variations - A History of Appropriative Musical Collage
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4.

7PM
CLOSING REMARKS

Karen Gustafsson
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4.

8PM
DINNER
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4.

10:30PM
CONCERT

Negativland: A BOOPER SYMPHONY
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4.

12AM ONWARDS
ALL RISE!
The futureplaces Impromptu All-stars Orchestra
@ Maus Hábitos. Rua Passos Manuel 178 - floor 4.
FUTUREPLACES 2012

for full and continuously updated information
including events details, please visit
futureplaces.org

FUTUREPLACES is a meeting of people with one question in mind: if digital media can do so much for global communication, knowledge and creativity, how can it contribute to local cultural development? October 2008 marked the start of this challenge. After the success of prior editions, where we surveyed current successful projects from very diverse backgrounds and fields of knowledge, and rehearsed strategic approaches, we will dedicate FUTUREPLACES 2012 to interpreting our heritage and preparing what’s ahead in these times of great changes.
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